Depending upon the model, Avion travel trailers are available with double, queen or twin beds as shown. The Sealy® mattress is standard equipment.

Avion’s galley reflects careful planning with the larger overhead storage cabinets. The double bowl residential quality porcelain sink is equipped with single mixing faucet plus purified fresh water dispenser faucet. Highly convenient Magic Chef® electronic “Touch Control” microwave oven and 4-burner range/oven provide all of the cooking versatility needed. (The microwave is optional in Model 25H. Also, the purified water system is not available in Model 25H.)

The front overhead cabinet contains the AM/FM/Cassette stereo tuner. The tuner is equipped with “seek and scan” and is all electronic. Four 2-way speakers are included in the sound system. Cassette tape library trays are spring loaded for safe tape storage.

Abundant, functional storage is found throughout the Avion. From the large wardrobes, overhead cabinets and storage beneath convertible furnishings, you travel comfortably equipped. Dovetail construction reflects the craftsmanship found within. Like residential cabinetry, drawers are sanded satin smooth and sealed.

An all aluminum LPG tank cover protects the LP tanks from road hazards. The hinged ABS top allows for quick inspection of the visual gas reserve gauge. For Model 25H, see option listing, page 7.

WELCOME ABOARD TO AVION CLASS TRAVEL